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Humans have a lot in common with the nature that is surrounding them. So why should our 

relationship with nature be that different from our relationships with other people? In our 

study we used theories of ingroup identification to attempt to explain the connection 

between humans and natural objects. We focused on the following two mechanisms, 

which are supposed to increase an individuals identification with an ingroup:

 Self stereotyping1: Self Stereotyping is a vital part of Social Identity Theory. It describes the 

process of projecting qualities of the prototypical group member onto the self. The resulting 

apparent similarity between self and the ingroup increases the feeling of belonging.

 Self anchoring2: Self Anchoring serves the same purpose as Self Stereotyping in trying to 

invoke a perception of similarity, but it uses the self as point of reference, instead of an 

ingroup prototype. Through self anchoring, individual characteristics are projected onto the 

ingroup, to make their members seem similar to the self.

If we treat natural elements as members of our ingroup, those principles should have an 

effect on our relationship with nature.

1. Both self anchoring and Self Stereotyping increase connectedness to nature.

2. Self anchoring promotes more identification with natural objects that are more humanlike.

3. Self Stereotyping doesn’t lead to a favorisation of humanlike natural objects.

Participants

 N = 112

 Gender: 55 male, 57 female

 Age: 15-83 years, M=25.90, SD=10.37

In scientific research, there is already a concept describing the projection of human qualities 

onto nature. This phenomenon is called antropomorhism. If we view antropomorphism as 

just a special form of self anchoring, it is plausible to assume that the other direction of 

projection, namely self stereotyping, also plays a vital role in the perception of nature. To 

design our study we relied on previous findings concerning anthropomorphism:

 Antropomorphism increases a positive emotional connection with nature.3 This would go in 

line with the feeling of belonging, that is induced through self anchoring. Thus, the 

projection of natural qualities onto the self should have the same result.

 Natural objects that are evolutionary nearer to humans are easier to antropomorphise.4

Self anchoring results in a more humanlike prototype for the ingroup. Therefore, it should 

lead to higher identification with more humanlike natural elements, while self stereotyping 

remains unaffected by that.

This broad theoretical background leads to our hypotheses:

Manipulation

There were four fantasy journeys, one for each condition. All of them had approximately the same length and 

structure. The fantasy journeys suggested an actual experience by appealing to different senses. This was based 

on the idea that imagination activates the same brain areas that the actual behaviour does.5

Condition 1: 

• Self Anchoring (n=26)Contained projection of human qualities onto natural objects.

• Example: “Ein wenig entfernt siehst du einen Baum, dessen Stamm mit grünem Moos bedeckt ist. Es sieht aus, 

als hätte der Baum ein Gesicht aus Moos. Fast scheint es, als würde er dir zuzwinkern und dich in seiner 

Familie, dem Wald, willkommen heißen.“

Condition 2: Self Stereotyping (n=30)

• Contained projection of natural qualities onto the self

• Example: “Deine nackten Füße stehen sicher auf dem warmen Sommerboden. Sie halten dich, sind deine 

Wurzeln. Du spürst, wie du über die Berührung eine Verbindung zur Erde eingehst. Spüre, wie du über deine 

Füße Kraft aus dem Boden aufnimmst.“

Condition 3: Neutral-Nature-Control (n=26)

• Contained natural elements without promoting self anchoring or self stereotyping

• First baseline to control for positive effects of mere nature exposure on connectedness to nature6

• Example: “In deiner Nähe entdeckst du einen Baum, dessen Stamm mit grünem Moos bedeckt ist. Du gehst 

langsam auf ihn zu. Du streckst deine Hand nach dem rauen Stamm aus und spürst das kalte Holz an deiner 

Haut.“

Condition 4: Neutral-NoNature-Condition (n=30)

• Contained same story elements in a non-natural setting

• Real baseline condition

• Example: “Jetzt läufst du durch die Innenstadt. In einem Schuhgeschäft spiegelst du dich selbst. Du bewunderst 

dieses Phänomen der Spiegelung. Je nachdem, worauf sich deine Augen konzentrieren, kannst du dich in der 

Fensterscheibe oder die Schuhkartons im Geschäft sehen.“

Procedure

The study was conducted in Paradiespark. Participants were randomly assigned to 

one of four conditions. As a manipulation the participants listened to a fantasy 

journey, using headphones. After that, they completed a questionnaire containing 

the dependent measures in counterbalanced order. Participants were rewarded 

with either a soft drink or a pack of flower seeds.

Dependent Measures

Connection to nature:

 Connectedness to Nature Scale (CNS7): 12 items (5-point scale "strongly disagree"--"strongly agree", α=.81). 

Assesses affiliation with nature.

 The Inclusion of Nature in Self (INS8): single item, seven pairs of overlapping circles labelled „self“ and „nature“. 

Assesses interconnecting with nature.

Ecological Behavior:

 Ecological Behavior Intentions (EBI9): 11 items covering a range of domains (7-point scale "totally disagree"--

"totally agree",) (α= .78).

Favorisation of humanlike natural objects:

 Dilemma decisions: 7 items (2 options). Short scenarios were described where participants had to decide whether 

to support natural elements which are easy to anthropomorphise or more abstract natural elements. (see Figure 1)

Eine Freundin hat 100€ gewonnen und sich entschieden, das Geld zu spenden. Zu welchem Spendenempfänger

rätst du ihr?

a) Eine seriöse Organisation, die sich für Ozeane und Meerestiere einsetzt

b) Eine seriöse Organisation, die sich für Schimpansen in freier Wildnis einsetzt

Figure 1: Item of the Dilemma Decision measure

Results

These are the results regarding our hypotheses:

 Hypothesis one was not supported. The four groups did not differ in their connection 

to nature. The ANOVA values for the CNS (F=.72, p=.544) and for the INS (F=.29, 

p=.836) were not significant.

 Hypotheses two and three were also not supported. The ANOVA for the EBI (F=.40, 

p=.753) showed no group differences regarding general ecological behavior 

intentions. For the Dilemma Decisions we built two scales comprised of the sum 

scores of the anthropomorphisable options for one scale, and of the abstract natural 

options on the other. We ran a general linear model, using condition and the 

difference between the two scales as factors. The value for the interaction 

(ConditionxScale: F=.382, p=.766) was not significant.

Despite this, the correlations between our dependent measures were as expected. The 

corresponding values were r=.258, p<0.01 (CNS, EBI); r= .212, p<0.05 (INS, EBI); r= 

.598, p<0.01 (CNS, INS). The measures of connection to nature correlated with both 

each other and the EBI.
Discussion

None of our hypotheses were supported. But it might be too early to regard them as 

wrong. A more fitting interpretation would be that our manipulation did not work. 

Although a fantasy journey might provide a seemingly real experience, we don’t know if 

participants were immersed enough in them to produce the desired manipulation. 

Further, our experimental setting itself was surrounded by natural objects, which could 

have had an unwanted influence on our measures. Real nature exposure seems to 

have a more powerful influence than mere imagination6. Apart from our manipulation, 

the connection between our measures was as expected. This negates the possibility of 

participants answering at random, which could have been another explanation.

To conclude: We hope for science to learn from our mistakes, and we think that further 

research regarding that topic will have more enlightening results.
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